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The new X-Class.
Bringing worlds together.

Robust and powerfully built, the X-Class’ bold design turns heads. Functional, stylish and reliable,  
it shrugs off the rigours of the wild, looking equally at home in an urban setting. An ideal partner  
for work and play, the vehicle brings worlds together in unprecedented fashion: welcome to the 
Mercedes-Benz X-Class.

X-Class V6 Power with optional diamond silver metallic paint, style pack, colour coded sports bar and polished tube bar steps.
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The X-Class is robust through and through. Its sturdy, supporting framework can carry loads in 
excess of 1000kg. Built on a solid ladder-type frame of high-grade steel, you can load it to your 
heart’s content with tools, machinery or sports and leisure equipment. The robust base ensures 
you will make good headway in off-road terrain, too. An optional stainless steel underguard 
protects the engine, transmission and exhaust system when tackling off-road obstacles.

It takes a strong backbone  
to shoulder more than a tonne.

X-Class Power grade with optional bering white metallic paint, 19“ alloy wheels, polished styling bar and polished tube bar steps. 
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Shrugs off the rigours of the wild.
The X-Class 4MATIC variants are vehicles for all conditions. With a choice between engageable 
all-wheel-drive with 4 cylinder variants or the permanent all-wheel-drive of the V6, you’ll have  
no problem with demanding terrain. The generous ground clearance of 222mm leaves plenty  
of space under the vehicle. For those in an adventurous mood, the X-Class maintains stable 
handling at inclines of up to 45 degrees*, allowing for even more enjoyment on off-road trips.  
For added off road confidence, all 4MATIC variants feature a locking rear differential, low range 
transmission and Downhill Speed Regulation.

*Only applicable to 4MATIC variants.
X-Class V6 Progressive grade with optional rock grey metallic paint, style pack with tube bar steps and colour coded sports bar.
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Tough on the outside. Stylish on the inside.
Luxurious interiors are now for utes, too. With leather appointments in nut brown or black and decorative trim 
panels in the cockpit, the X-Class acquires an exclusive character previously unknown among utilities.1  
Hallmark Mercedes-Benz comfort combines with intuitively positioned control elements and state-of-the-art 
multimedia systems. When things get hot, climate control, and the comfortable and highly adjustable front seats 
will help you to keep a cool head. When things get tight, the Parking Pack with 360o camera keeps you  
fully in the picture.2

X-Class Power grade with optional nut brown leather and woodgrain look trim.
1 Leather seats include elements of natural and artificial leather material.
2 Parking pack standard on Power grade, optional on Progressive grade and not available on Pure grade.
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Eye-catcher with cargo bed.
You won’t go unnoticed. With the longest load bed in the class and the 
ability to fit an Australian load pallet crosswise between the wheel 
arches, the X-Class can be your passport to adventure.

The scope of equipment for the X-Class is as individual as you are,  
with three clearly differentiated grades of PURE, PROGRESSIVE and 
POWER, and a host of customisation options. Genuine Accessories 
developed especially for the X-Class include a striking styling bar, 
robust side steps, and the choice of a canopy or a hardcover.  
Enhance the vehicle’s expressive character and make the X-Class  
your very own. It could well be one of a kind.

X-Class Progressive grade in danakil red, with optional 18” alloy wheels, black styling bar and bed liner cover and black side bar steps.
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The power to please.
Climb aboard, start your engine and feel the X-Class’ full power right from low in the rev range.  
The flared wheel arches with wide track suspension and wheels, looks athletic and contributes  
to high lateral dynamics. Stable and capable, the multi-link suspension is tuned for work, but with 
comfort and agile performance.

Choose from three powerful common-rail direct injection diesel 4 cylinder or V6 engines with single  
or dual turbo charging. With a capacity of 2.3 litres, and power outputs of 120 kW and 140 kW, the  
two 4 cylinder engines mean you’ll never be short of performance. Both engines feature intercooling 
and maximum torque of 403 and 450 Nm at rpm as low as 1,500.

The flagship 3.0L V6 with ECO start/stop and DYNAMIC SELECT functions dominates the class with  
its turbocharged 190 kW of power and prodigious 550 Nm of torque for effortless cruising, towing  
and overtaking. 

Two transmission options are offered. The 6-speed manual with the 4 cylinder engines impresses with 
precise shift travel and smooth changes. The optional on 4 cylinder and standard for V6, 7-speed 
automatic can perform multiple downshifts, allowing for comfortable fuel-efficient driving at low engine 
speeds, and fast powerful sprints. Making effective use of available engine power, the torque converter 
lockup clutch is configured for low power losses and high efficiency.

X-Class Progressive grade in danakil red, with optional 18” alloy wheels, black side bar steps, styling bar and load bed liner. 
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Ground-breaking all-rounder.Reliable workhorse.
The PROGRESSIVE grade boasts a degree of versatility that renders it equally suited to 
tough work deployment and out-of-town adventures. Set apart by its high standard of 
equipment and comfort, the dynamic character is underscored by 17'' and 18'' (V6) 
6-spoke light-alloy wheels, leather appointments, 8 speaker digital audio and air vents  
in silver chrome finish.

The adjustable load securing rails on three walls of the load bed enable tools or sport 
equipment to be secured to your satisfaction. The Garmin MAP PILOT® confirms you’re 
headed in the right direction.

The PURE grade has well-conceived functionality to master life’s everyday work 
challenges. Boasting a high level of comfort and safety, the PURE grade includes 
an Audio 20 CD with touch pad and 7'' display, offering a wealth of information, 
entertainment, communication and connection options. With cargo bed tie down  
hooks and illumination, front fog lamps and reversing camera, you’ll never be in  
the dark.

The equipment and appointments of the POWER grade take design, comfort and  
high-class appeal to a whole new level. The POWER features LED high performance 
headlamps, KEYLESS-GO, electrically adjustable front seats with lumbar support, 
THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control and COMMAND online multimedia  
system with navigation.*

The 6-twin-spoke 18'' and 19'' (V6) light-alloy wheels, the simulated under-guard, 
beltline trim strips in chrome, and partial LED rear lamps showcase the POWER grade’s 
impressive character. The first-class aesthetic continues inside.  

The seat trim features ARTICO/DINAMICA, a combination of man-made leather  
bolsters and microfibre centres that is perfect for hot climates. The instrument panel  
and beltlines are also rendered in ARTICO with top-stitching and stylish matte black,  
pixel look (4 cylinder) or etched aluminium (V6) trims. Optional trim elements include 
matte brown woodgrain look and an aluminium look with longitudinal etching. These  
trims can be coupled to the optional leather seats in nut brown or black. This leaves  
you a range of options to customise an X-Class that is as individual as you are.

Impressive trend-setter.

X-Class | GradesX-Class | Grades

X-Class Power with optional style pack.Overseas model shown. 

*Check the compatibility of your device at your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer.

Overseas model shown. 
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Infotainment artist. Plenty of brawn for tough deployment.Effortless parking and  
manoeuvring.
The Parking Pack, including a 360˚ camera and 
PARKTRONIC, takes the strain off the driver during parking 
and manoeuvring. The 360˚ camera makes the area 
immediately surrounding the vehicle visible from a bird’s-eye 
view and below the window line. PARKTRONIC also provides 
visual and audible warnings of obstacles in front and behind 
the vehicle, helping to avoid damage*.

Top looks, top functionality. Safety for all.
The robust ladder-type frame takes rough treatment in its stride. Its profiles make it 
particularly sturdy and torsionally rigid. The multi-link axle at the rear wheels bears heavy 
loads, and its extensive articulation improves traction on off-road terrain. The X-Class’  
merits go well beyond robustness and load-carrying capacity. The rear wheel suspension 
with coil springs means there is no shortage of driving enjoyment and ride comfort.

Safety has always been a core value at Mercedes-Benz.  With comprehensive active 
and passive safety features, X-Class is the class leader for you, and your loved ones. 
And with X-Class, these features are standard – across the range.

With seven airbags and a rear seat with outboard i-Size/ISOFIX child seat anchorages, 
the X-Class provides comprehensive passive safety for everyone.

There’s an array of active safety systems, many utilising state-of-the-art radar and 
camera sensors. With 4 ventilated disc brakes, Lane Keeping Assist and Trailer 
Stability Assist, to the autonomous braking provided by Active Brake Assist, your 
journey will always be with complete peace of mind.

X-Class | HighlightsX-Class | Highlights

X-Class Power with optional nut brown leather and woodgrain look trim.

* PARKTRONIC - standard on Power, optional on Progressive 
and not available on Pure grade with a 360˚ camera. 

* COMAND - standard on Power, optional on Progressive and not available on Pure grades.  
Check the compatibility of your device at your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer.

* LED High Performance headlamps - standard on Power,  
optional on Progressive and not available on Pure grade.

The COMAND Online multimedia system leaves nothing  
to be desired where on-board infotainment, navigation, 
and communications are concerned. Fast, hard-disk 
navigation with high-quality 3D-view map display uses 
country-specific, real-time traffic information to enable 
dynamic route guidance and reduce travel time*.

A brilliant 8.4” high resolution colour media display,  
an internet browser, an integral hard disk and  
a DVD player are included in the host of equipment.  
In addition to the touchpad’s ergonomic controller,  
the multimedia system can be operated using voice 
control via LINGUATRONIC. 

Providing excellent visibility in the dark, the LED  
High Performance headlamps accentuate the exterior 
during day and night with their hallmark torch-look.  
The LED technology generates a pleasant brightness, 
and illuminates more of the road than conventional 
halogen headlamps. The LED technology boasts a long 
service life and low energy consumption despite the 
more powerful light output*.
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Maximum load capacity. Expressive styling features.First-class load protection. Towing capacity to spare.
Striking perfect harmony with the vehicle design, Mercedes-Benz offers a choice  
of two styles of canopy to suit your work and lifestyle.

Sports canopy: a sleek and sporty design.

Touring canopy: maximum space and functionality with 3 different window 
configurations.

Both canopies offer extensive standard features including central locking on all  
lift-up windows using your vehicle’s remote key, interior lining, bright LED interior 
lighting and tinted glass. Roof rails are available as an option.

The body colour Hard Tonneau Cover harmonises perfectly with the design of the 
X-Class. Includes bright LED lighting and a separate keyed locking mechanism. 
Available in two versions: a 3 piece design to suit the Styling Bar and a one piece 
design without Styling Bar. For those carrying tall objects but still want a protective 
cover, the metal Roll Cover has the functionality of being able to be rolled in and out 
with locking ability. Made from high quality silver or black aluminium. Soft Tonneau 
Covers are also available; compatible with or without Styling Bar.  

The Styling Bar in polished steel fits in with the vehicle’s bold robust design and  
is also available in black. Add additional style to your X-Class with the seamlessly 
integrated Sports Bar, painted in the colour of your vehicle. Compatible with the 
Sports Bar Roll Cover.

Mercedes-Benz offers two types of Genuine tow bar specifically engineered for the 
X-Class: fixed tongue or detachable tongue. Both versions are a heavy-duty design 
made of steel that has first been E-coated and then powder coated for a highly 
durable finish. Each kit includes a tow bar, trailer ball mount, 50mm and 1&7/8” 
balls, 2 x D-shackles and a storage bag.

The German designed waterproof 7 pin flat intelligent wiring harness guarantees 
seamless connection to all the vehicle’s on-board systems.

When fitted with a Mercedes-Benz Genuine Tow Bar: 
Maximum towing capacity of 3,500kg, and downball load of 350kg on 4MATIC 4x4 models.  
Maximum towing capacity of 3,200kg, and downball load of 350kg on 4x2 models. 

X-Class | Genuine AccessoriesX-Class | Genuine Accessories

Mountain bikes, bales of hay, chainsaws, whatever you want, the X-Class load 
bed can easily handle dirty, wet or dusty objects up to a length of 1,581mm. 

The Load Bed Liner is weather-resistant and the movable load bed divider fits 
to the mounting rails to manage cargo items. The lockable 156 litre 3-way opening 
storage box uses the anchor attachment points to secure tools in the load bed.
A sliding floor for your load bed that’s able to take a 350kg load, makes accessing 
items in the back a breeze.
 
The side bars in polished stainless steel measure 76mm in diameter and lends 
the vehicle a striking side design. The Side Bar Steps serve as steps when boarding 
and exiting the vehicle, and are also available in black.
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VU9 S1H S1G

S1H

S1B

S1FVY2

F2J F2KF2I

9389

3142

6580

1288 92919139

5890

7259 9988

Upholstery and trim. 
PURE grade POWER gradePROGRESSIVE grade

Trim – POWER grade

Paintwork.

1 Optional extra1 Optional extra

Non-metallic paints

3142

6580

9139

danakil red

granite green

chisana white

Metallic paints1

1288

5890

7259

9291

9389

9988

axinite bronze

cavansite blue

rock grey

kabara black

bering white

diamond silver

Non-metallic paints Metallic paints1

X-Class | PaintworkX-Class | Upholstery and trim

Upholstery

VY2

VU9

S1F

S1H

S1G

S1B

black Tunja fabric

black imitation leather1

black Posadas fabric

black ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre1

black leather1

nut brown leather1

Trim – POWER grade

F2I

F2J

F2K

Pixel-look trim, matt black

Aluminium-look trim with longitudinal grain1

Woodgrain-look trim, matt brown1



Servicing and repairs.

Once you have chosen the stylish X-Class ute, making sure 
it’s performing at its best is critical. The Mercedes-Benz 
X-Class has a 20,000km or 1 year (whichever comes first) 
service interval. All Mercedes-Benz authorised workshops 
are staffed and equipped for excellence and will assist in 
keeping your X-Class operating as intended. Our Mercedes-
Benz technicians complete training every year to ensure 
they are up-to-date with current technology. 

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts undergo rigorous material 
and functional testing and are engineered to fit your vehicle 
perfectly and remain available for 15 years after the end of 
series production. All Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts have a 
2 year parts warranty.

Guaranteed Future Value for your X-Class.
 
The Mercedes-Benz Financial Agility Programme is designed to provide exceptional flexibility and peace of mind as well as a Guaranteed Future Value across the entire X-Class range. Agility is a 
finance solution that lets you take advantage of flexible terms, competitive rates and best of all, the Agility Guaranteed Future Value, meaning when your agreement comes to an end, you have the 
option to trade, retain or return your X-Class for the Guaranteed Future Value, subject to fair wear and tear conditions being met*.

Protecting your investment in the all new X-Class has never been easier.

Your X-Class is covered.

Warranty. 
Our comprehensive Mercedes-Benz Vans manufacturer‘s 
warranty means peace of mind for three years or until the 
vehicle has travelled up to 200,000km. You’re covered for 
parts and labour charges incurred whilst rectifying a 
manufacturing defect relating to materials or workmanship.

Roadside Assist. 
In the unlikely event of needing assistance, all you have to 
do is call. Mercedes-Benz Vans Road Care is designed to 
provide you with assistance in case of a breakdown 
anywhere in New Zealand – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Standard cover comes at no extra cost on your X-Class 
during the manufacturer warranty period and is designed to 
provide real peace of mind motoring.

For further information please see the Vans Road Care 
brochure for terms and conditions or visit www.mercedes-
benz,co.nz/vans

Vans ServiceCare

Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare makes your vehicle 
maintenance simple and flexible by providing competitive 
capped price servicing and repair choices to suit your 
specific van or ute requirements.

With ServiceCare your vehicle maintenance costs are 
transparent and will assist your expenditure planning 
whether you own one van or operate a large fleet. 

Better still, with ServiceCare you can rest assured  
that your vehicle is serviced and repaired according  
to factory schedules, with Mercedes-Benz trained 
technicians and Genuine Parts. 

* Mercedes-Benz Financial is a trading name of Mercedes-Benz Financial Services New Zealand Limited (MBFSNZ). Standard MBFSNZ credit assessment, lending criteria and fees apply. Please contact an authorised Mercedes-Benz van dealer for further details and full terms and conditions 
(including vehicle eligibility). + Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) is subject to Fair Wear and Tear return conditions, found in the First Class Finish Guide, and Excess Kilometre charges. 

X-Class | FinanceX-Class | Ownership

Mercedes-Benz quality – in every area.

Agility


